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Abstract

Buckle up and get ready for a mind-blowing ride! It’s time to face the truth - the Earth’s resources are
dwindling and our planet is suffering from a rapidly changing climate. But, there’s hope on the horizon!
Thanks to incredible technological advancements and lower launch costs, space exploration is surging
forward with unprecedented momentum. The infinite possibilities that space holds, especially in the fields
of climate change and digitalisation, make it the perfect frontier for the future of humanity.

We’re currently living in the midst of the sixth mass extinction, but we’re also standing at the be-
ginning of a new age of discovery. As we look towards the stars, it’s important to acknowledge that
space exploration isn’t without its challenges. Traditional space missions have been dominated by Space
Agencies and a select club of billionaires. But, as we move forward, we need to ensure that space resources
are extracted sustainably, with democratic profit distribution and ethical governance.

Enter Alpha Persei DAO - a united, global collective of space enthusiasts that offers an alternative
finance model where space assets are tokenized and can be acquired by the public. This groundbreaking
model offers a new layer of capital to space ventures while enabling the public to be a part of the space
age. But that’s not all - we also employ a decentralized governance model that balances power between
finance, space ventures, and the public. This ensures that ethical questions and proposals regarding space
missions, extraction, and profit allocation are structured within a DAO, giving everyone a voice.

But Alpha Persei DAO isn’t just for space entrepreneurs - we welcome all space enthusiasts to join
our community. You can get involved by proposing services, endorsing projects, and even participating
in mission control. We encourage everyone to share experiences and best practices to build a stronger,
more resilient space community.

And our ultimate goal? To build a permanent outer-space base that is owned by the community and
used for peaceful, scientific, commercial, and sustainable purposes. The possibilities are endless, and we
invite our community to decide on the shape or form of this space base.

In this interactive presentation we talk you through your Astronaut NFT, Space investment token and
mission control.
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